
  
 
 

 

FEATURES 

The wired model comes with software that includes real-time data capture and export; phalanges kinematic sizing and 
saving; as well as UDP LAN broadcasting features. Each pair includes: OS, tune-up, ID change, space survey HW & SW; 7, 12 
or 15 sensors inside a exchangeable cloth housing with a one meter cable tail that plugs into a USB-based processor, 
powered by a 2nd USB port or AC/DC & Security dongle. 

 
 60 fps data, export bvh or fbx 
 Wired IGS-Gloves broadcast in UDP only 
 UDP SDK with wired only ( TCP with optional 

wireless systems) 
 Raw data recording available (Only TCP system 

allows access to Raw Data in real-time) 
 Export glove & suit data in fbx & bvh 
 Sync with Synertial or competing inertial suit Mo-

cap systems (through plug-ins) 
 Special high-accuracy sync system designed for 

mating with optical (not included)    

 Apply various kinematic structures to the same 
recording for review and re-recording 

 Kinematic infrastructure for saving, loading and 
instantly re-loading to bypass calibration 

 
 Initialize and re-initialize with a key stroke 
 2 meter cable (many ways of longer tether 

available) 
 Tune-up of sensors to optimize performance as 

needed 
 SW & HW to access magnetic interference of 

capture space (to avoid) 
 Electronics can pull out of one glove housing and 

into another in 5 minutes, to wash, change size, or 
switch L & R 

 Cloth skins optical hybrid setup with Velcro backs 
for rigid-body markers 

 Use any start posture for initialization 
 USB-based processor and data (and AC/DC) 

INERTIAL MO-CAP SYSTEM PIPELINE 

With inertial systems, calibration is not necessary (the way 
other systems might need calibration to be able to quantify 
resultant data or, increase the accuracy of a system). 
Inertial based systems combine the accuracy of rotational 
sensors (which don’t need calibration) with a pre-defined 
kinematic structure, comprised of segments connected via 
free moving joints inside a parent-child hierarchy. This 
preconfigured structure will also needs to establish a ‘rest’ 
posture (or a neutral posture or an initialization posture) 
which the system user needs to mimic and hold for a 
second while the data stream is synchronized and becomes 
the conduit between the kinematic structure and the user, 
and thereafter the real-time human (or fingers, or both) 

structure should be copying the user’s motions. To increase 
the level of accuracy of joint positions (not rotation, just 
translational accuracy) the accuracy of the user’s skeleton 
data must increase. 
 
It is an important feature that once the kinematic structure 
is established, because it can be saved and used for future 
operations, the collected data have a common 
denominator and can be compared to each other, while 
other inertial systems that do not allow upload of saved 
kinematic structure, allow varying calibration process from 
one session to the next so even on the same subject, it is 
difficult to the data for comparison from different sessions. 


